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Head Teacher’s Message
Welcome to our Winter Newsletter!
Dear Parents/Carers,
Well, we come to the end of our first full term and gallop
towards the end of 2020 which has been a year like no
other. I have almost been in post for a full year now
and hard to believe what has happened in that 12
months. I feel so privileged every day to be working
with such amazing young people and staff who strive to
do their best and make a difference in their own and
others lives. This community continues to amaze me,
and we must never lose sight of the strength that it has
taken to get us to where we are now. We might not be
quite out of the woods, and I am sure there will continue to be challenges
ahead but we will face them head on, think creatively, work side by side and
seek solutions so that our children are not disadvantaged in any way.

I must take the time now to reflect on the last year. In January, I enjoyed taking
the time to get to know the young people, staff, parents/carers and partners by
•
observing, asking lots of questions and establishing what our strengths are as
•
a school and what we need to consider so that we can continue to improve and
•
be excellent in every way. The information I gathered at that time has helped
•
enormously in identifying our next steps in terms of Learning, Teaching and
•
Assessment, Curriculum design, Wellbeing and the Principles of Inclusion. In
•
January too, we saw our S2 Football Team reach the quarter finals of the Scot•
tish Schools Shield and later on in the year, our Senior Boys, were crowned
champions of the Lothian Schools FA plate. Both outstanding achievements.
•
In February our ski trip hit the French Alps and had a fantastic time on the
slopes demonstrating and developing both ski and interpersonal skills. It was not too long after this that the first cases of
Coronavirus hit Scotland and we found ourselves in lockdown in March. This was a particularly difficult time for everyone and
we all had to adapt to a new way of working. Microsoft Teams became our best friend and young people and parents/carers
did exceptionally well, ensuring that education continued from home. We had lots of triumphs at this time in how we began
to use technology to enhance the learner experience, supporting families with food parcels and wellbeing and helping young
people reach their potential despite the ongoing situation. We also learned at this time that we were runners up in Scotland’s Most Enterprising Schools Award which recognises all the work we do in school to develop skills for life, learning and
work. During lockdown, young people, staff and parents/carers showed an unrelenting tenacity, resilience and inner strength
that was and continues to be inspiring and a human spirit that prevails today as we work through this pandemic together.
Those young people, where examinations were cancelled, dealt with this in a measured way and were able to adapt, achieve
and experience that well earned success.
•

We were delighted in August, to return to school and have worked hard to make our school a safe environment for all. The
support of parents/carers has been instrumental in this and we are forever grateful to you for preparing your child both organisationally but also mentally for what lay ahead. We have all become very accustomed now to wearing face coverings,
hand sanitising, washing hands, distancing, following a one way system and pupils here at Currie take this very seriously. We
will be reviewing our infection control measures after the year and will make any adaptations necessary based on the feedback from young people, parents/carers and staff. Everyone has adapted incredibly well and I continue to be very proud
every day of what we have accomplished since our return.
Health and Safety, Wellbeing and Learning and Teaching have been our top priorities and we have worked hard in all areas to
ensure that we can deliver the highest quality learning experience knowing that the safety of everyone comes first at every
turn. The way that staff have upskilled themselves has been nothing short of exemplary and their willingness and commitment to the greater good of the young people here at Currie is inspiring. We have such a collegiate team here who always
put the young people first and our core values of respect, equality and unity permeate across the entire school community
through our daily actions and behaviours.
...continued on page 2
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Head Teachers Message continued from page 1

It was lovely in November to see Peter Sawkins, a former pupil of CCHS, as the winner of the Great British Bake
off. What a phenomenal achievement and fantastic piece of news that gave us all a boost. More on Peter later
in the Newsletter.
We heard in early December that Rhona Duncan in S6 had deservedly been recognised by the Royal Geographical Society in London for her diligence and hard work in the field of Geography. She entered into the RGS Young
Geography of the Year Award in March and gained an award for this. Rhona was one of only three entrees ‘highly
commended’ for the work she created in response to the competition brief. A fantastic achievement!
We have the most wonderful school community and as I have said time and time again, we will come through the
other side stronger than ever. I look forward to re-establishing our school vision and values, reviewing our curriculum in the junior and senior phase and developing and implementing our ongoing digital strategy to support
innovative, creative learning experiences for all. There will be continued and increasing opportunities for young
people to participate in extra curricular activities and the Duke of Edinburgh programme and more information
will be shared in the New Year. Building our collective vision post Covid will be exciting and I feel passionately
about continuing to work together as a school community to strengthen our existing work in preparation for the
transition to our fabulous new school. The design team and architects certainly haven’t paused over lockdown
and great progress has been made in relation to new build developments. There will be opportunities next term
for parents/carers and wider community members to engage with the design brief and learn more about the
project to date and next steps.
We are saying to all young people that they will receive no structured homework this holiday. If young people
choose to do some additional work to consolidate learning or prepare for an assessment, work, as always is
available on TEAMS and that is entirely the young person’s choice. Rest and sleep are equally important so that
young people are ready and prepared to kickstart the year feeling refreshed and motivated to do so.
We say farewell to Katie Hamlett who has been with us since August as a Music Teacher. Thanks to Katie for her
wonderful contributions to the Expressive Arts Faculty and we wish her all the best for the future. We say goodbye to Kirsten Black also who was our Geography probationer last session and who returned to us as our Covid
recovery teacher. Kirsten moves on to a Geography teaching post in another school and will be replaced in her
capacity as Covid recovery teacher. Thanks to Kirsten for supporting our renewal work, in particular supporting
young people who have been self isolating across the term. We too say a fond farewell to Eleanor McCaig, our
Senior Clerical Assistant who has been at CCHS for a staggering 18 years. Eleanor is a very much loved member
of the Currie Community and her meticulous ways, fun loving nature and presence around the school will be
much missed. Please keep in touch Eleanor. All the best for the future and thank you for everything.
Tanya Whyte will join us in the New Year as a Support for Learning Teacher. We also welcome Hannah MacDonald and Joanna Jarvis as Pupil Support Assistants in January and Charlie Wilson will resume his Acting Support
for Learning Leader role in the New Year also. Isla Wilkie will also start in her role as Pupil Support Officer in our
Enhanced Support base. We very much look forward to our new staff joining our wonderful team. We are delighted to also welcome back Jo Onions in Music who returns from maternity leave.
And so to the festive season and our hopes for 2021. I do hope that you and your families can have some quality time together. Please take the greatest care and enjoy every minute. There are some things we will just never
take for granted again.
It is an absolute honour to be leading this school community and I am so excited about what lies ahead for the
young people and community members of Currie. We want young people to leave us ready and prepared to lead
a fulfilling adult life and the direction of travel of our school is to ensure that young people acquire the
knowledge, skills and confidence to do so. We can all make a difference together. Your support has been outstanding and I cannot thank you enough for working with us to support our young people of CCHS.
I look forward to 2021 with hope and the knowledge that whatever comes our way, we will be ready to embrace,
overcome and move into the next chapter. I hope you enjoy too our marvellous Virtual Christmas Concert. What
a fantastic way to end the term!
Merry Christmas one and all, take care and stay safe, Ms Jennifer Smith Head Teacher
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Our Vision Statement: ‘DON’T LIMIT YOUR CHALLENGES, CHALLENGE YOUR LIMITS’
The aims of the school and the key principles underpinning the school’s ethos, its visions and values and, indeed, all
aspects of the life and work of the school are:
•

To create an environment within which all young people at Currie Community High School are challenged
and supported to: attain qualifications at the highest level possible; to achieve their full potential through a
range of opportunities for personal development; to develop skills for learning, life and work and become
successful learners, confident individuals, effective contributors and responsible citizens; and move into positive and sustained destinations

•

To promote equality and inclusion; celebrate diversity; and remove barriers to learning

•

To promote Learning for Sustainability (outdoor learning, global citizenship, education for sustainable development) and Social Justice.

•

To journey towards excellence for all and in all areas of the school’s life and work including learning and
teaching and the curriculum

Our Values: Confidence

•

•
•
•
•

To perform to the best of your ability
To seize every important opportunity
To try something new
To accept others and yourself
To be enthusiastic and motivated to learn

Unity

•
•
•

Supportive to others
Unified commitment to improvement

Appreciating achievements of all kinds
Respect

•
•
•
•

Those around you
Differences
Yourself

The Environment
Responsible

•
•
•
•

For freedom of expression
Being safe and making good choices
Your own actions

For participating in the life and work of our community
Initiative

•
•
•

Mistakes are okay as long as you learn from them
Achieve your own goals through developing skills for life, learning and work

Show determination, resilience and ambition
Equality

•
•
•

Accept all aspects of social and cultural life regardless of personal belief while developing your own beliefs
and values
Treat others as you would wish to be treated
Show care towards those who may need help
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CURRIE HS Bursting with Pride as Former Head Student

WINS the Great British Bake Off !

Former Currie Community High School pupil Peter Sawkins has become the
first Scot and the youngest contestant ever to be crowned the winner of the
Great British Bake Off. Peter took part in the contest throughout lockdown, successfully making it through each week. After winning star baker in the very first
episode he continued to impress and finished the competition where he started,
going full circle and coming out on top like he did in the first week. From making
cakes shaped like Chris Hoy to perfecting his Pastries he continued to flourish in
the competition until the time came when he was announced as the winner.
When asked about what drove him to apply
Peter said that he had loved the show for many
years and had always wanted to be a part of it.
He described himself as being very competitive
and noted that a few teachers may have remembered this. It was the combination of baking and a competition that drew him to apply.
With the competition taking place throughout
lockdown and the show not being aired until
recently he had to keep everything a secret.
However, he didn’t find this too hard “I think
lockdown helped with keeping the secret because no one became suspicious of me being
away for so long.”
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For him the biggest highlight of the experience
was the first time he got there. “A big highlight
was driving into the grounds for the first time and
seeing the tent, the real Bake-Off tent. That was
crazy for me!” He also really enjoyed taking part in
the ice cream cake challenge, for him it was a very
fun day in the tent. However, like all competition's
things don’t always go to plan. ” I struggled big
time with the jelly cake. In practice I had never successfully turned out the cake, so it was a stressful challenge in the tent.” When asked
about how he dealt with the stress, and how he was able to come back from mistakes he
gave a very optimistic answer. “A few bakes didn’t go well, but there was never any
point worrying about them. You always learn from mistakes in baking, that’s how you
understand how techniques work, so I would take some learning lessons from the mistakes and then park them.”
Peter went into the competition with the
intention of having fun, despite being very
competitive he never let the pressure get to
him. “I tried to just have fun in the tent
and take each week individually as it came. I
always thought I had a good chance of getting through each week (possibly except for
the quarter final) but didn’t want to get
ahead of myself. Bake Off is all about having fun so although trying to do the best I
could, I tried to not put too much pressure
on myself.” Having won the show, Peter
intends to continue at university and gain
his degree in two years' time while taking
on as many opportunities that stem from
Bake Off as he can.
While asked to reflect on his 6 years as a
pupil at Currie Community High School he noted that he was “crazy for sports day at
school”. Mentioning specifically his first-year sports day and declaring it as the best day
of school that he can remember. He found it to be great fun to get out with the whole
school and to be able to cheer on your house and ended his response very proudly and
patriotically by saying “Go Hermiston!!!!”
Peter has gone from being an ordinary student to now being the winner of the biggest
baking competition on British National television. His success has not gone unnoticed
and his support among family, friends, teachers and pupils is profound. His advice for
aspiring young bakers is “Just bake whatever you want to bake and whatever you want to feed your

friends and family. I’ve made many awful creations in my time, but you
learn from the bad bakes and they begin to get better and better as you
learn.”
Written by Eloise Mackenzie 6L1
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Well Done Rhona Duncan
Rhona Duncan in S6 has deservedly
been recognised by the Royal Geographical Society in London for her diligence and hard work in the field of Geography. She entered into the RGS
Young Geography of the Year Award in
March, after Miss Black notified her of
the competition, and gained an award for
this: one of only three entrees ‘highly
commended’ for the work she created in
response to the competition brief. This is
an international award and is high status
- we are extremely proud of her! Rhona
has won some Geography related prizes
and will also have her work published in
the RGS’s peer reviewed magazine, Routes, which is published for undergraduates and is, as the RGS state, a
mark of geographical distinction. Here’s a
link for the competition she entered
https://www.rgs.org/schools/
competitions/young-geographer-of-theyear/2020-winners/
Lots of schools enter pupils from all over
the world. As far as we are aware, this
year there was over 10,000 entrants so
Rhona did particularly well here against
what would have been stiff competition!

Rhona remains a keen
Geographer and hopes
to study something Geographical at university
next year. Clearly, she
has the passion and
drive for the subject!
Well done Rhona from
your Geography
teachers and everyone
at CCHS.
Mr Wilson
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Christmas Competition!
Did you know there are 541 users of the app Duolingo in Currie High
School?
The Modern Languages Faculty now has a Christmas challenge for you!
Do 5 minutes of Duolingo (in any language) starting on Boxing Day, keep
a 12 day streak and
come and show us on
your first day back
(Wed. 6th January) for
a little prize.
For pupils who are already maintaining a
daily streak – well
done, keep going and
come and show us on
6th January too!
Ms Okasha

ENHANCED SUPPORT BASE
The Enhanced Support Base has
arrived !! Since August we have
been enjoying and settling into our
newly set up hubhere at Currie
Community High School. It is very
exciting to being part of the High
School. Here we are doing some
artwork at our activity table.
We look forward to updating you on
what we get up to in the New Year.
Isla WIlkie
PSO - Enhanced Support Base
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CCHS Christmas Concert
The Expressive Arts Faculty are thrilled to share with you our Virtual Christmas
Concert! Our pupils and staff have been working very hard all term, and although we cannot perform to you in person this year as we would normally do,
we can still show off their work through the wonders of the internet. We are so
proud of our talented young people at Currie and we hope you enjoy the show!
Follow the link below to view the concert:

12 Days of Currie Christmas
Currie Community High School presents our Virtual Christmas Concert 2020

Go to this SWAY

SPONSORED BY
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Staff Christmas Jumper Competition
On the 11th December, Christmas Jumper Day, Head Teacher
Jenny Smith set the staff a challenge to come in with the best
Christmas Jumper.

The Head Students corroborated,
collaborated and agreed on the
worthy winner. We can announce
that the winner (wearing his jammies!) is………

David Toal……
Second place was awarded to

Julie Morrison and Zac
Butlin
in the English Department ( we
especially loved her light up
shoes!).
It was quite a tricky job, as the Head Students loved all the entries –
even our own “Bad Santa” Mike Christie!
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Meet the Student Leadership Team…
Head Students – Eloise Mackenzie & Finlay Owen

Hi, my name is Eloise and I am one of your Head Students at Currie. This year I really
want to focus on making school a more encouraging and welcoming space for all, especially because of the current situation of the world. I would love to positively impact the
school and ensure that my fellow
pupils come with a desire to learn,
not only from an academic front
but also with an aspiration to excel in all areas of life including self
development and confidence!
Hi, my name is Finlay and I am
one of the Head Students of our
school. I believe that this year it is
especially important to promote
inclusion and involvement within
Currie. I think that we have a
great opportunity and responsibility to support local charities and
businesses that have been badly
affected by the pandemic from the
events that the school holds
throughout the year.

House Captains—

Hermiston – Cameron Fraser and Rhona Duncan

Hi, I’m Cameron Fraser a House Captain for Hermiston this year. In my final year of secondary school, even in these challenging times, I hope to create some competitiveness
between the houses through events. I think sports and friendly competition can really bring
people together through these recent challenges and give Currie the boost it needs leading into 2021.
My name is Rhona and I am one
of the Hermiston House Captains for this year. I hope to further my leadership skills this
year from taking on more roles in
school. I really hope to establish
a competitive spirit between the
houses through helping to organise a variety of events over
the coming year. Hopefully this
will contribute to creating a positive and cheery atmosphere
around school and something for
pupils to work towards to, increasing motivation in these
challenging times.
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Meet the Student Leadership Team…
House Captains—

Kinleith – Martyna Wreczycka & Zaynab Kenz

Hello, my name is Martyna and I am proud to say I am one of the House Captains for
Kinleith. As a House Captain I would like to motivate my house members by developing
an exciting new approach towards house points. During these difficult times I believe it’s
important to organise events to encourage positivity in students as well as competitiveness by participating in fun competitions.
As someone enthusiastic, I would like to
make school an enjoyable place for
learning, as well as a safe place for everyone!
Hello, I’m Zaynab and I’m a Kinleith
House Captain. This year I hope to motivate students to become more involved
in not only winning points for their house
but participating in as many activities as
they can within the school. This year
school life has been completely flipped
upside down, but I hope, by example, I
can show pupils that with a little resilience, anything can be achieved.

Lennox – Admira Berber & Aimee Maloney

My name is Admira and I’m a Lennox House Captain. From my role this year I wanted
to develop my teamwork and problem solving skills by working with the Senior Leadership team to find ways to coordinate events and ways in which students could earn
house points safely with the pandemic going on. Not only did I want to boost house
identity but I also wanted to boost morale, especially during these times, as it is important for all students across the school to enjoy their experience at CCHS.
My name is Aimee and I am currently one of two House Captains for Lennox. I have recently applied to university to study engineering as STEM subjects are what I
really enjoy. I am very passionate about
getting women into the world of STEM
and this is something I would like to focus on as house captain in the up and
coming months. During these unprecedented times, I believe that it is more
important than ever that I support the
health and well-being of my fellow students. By listening to and involving the
school community I will continue to organise a range of different fun activities,
giving students opportunities to win
some house points while lifting spirits
and boosting morale.
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Senior German Class’s Video for Jakob
Recently, the Higher/Advanced Higher German class has been recording their
response video for their new German assistant living in Mainz. We received our
first introductory Powerpoint from Jakob Pohl, a student at the University of
Mainz, who is going to be our digital German assistant for this year.
Normally, we would have a German student fly over and teach us in person, but
due to the current COVID-19 restrictions, this is not possible. Instead, Jakob will
be sending us regular video updates from Germany and we will hopefully even be
able to arrange some live video calls with him in weeks to come!

To record our response, we planned out our role distribution to make sure that
everyone was involved. Unfortunately, we had a student isolating at home, but
she sent us in a clip of herself recorded by her family and we made sure to include it in our final video.
In the video, we introduced ourselves and talked about the topics that we are currently covering in class in German. We directed plenty of questions at Jakob as
well, so that we can make the most of his native language level. Hopefully, we
should receive his response soon and then we can record more videos for him in
the future!
If you would like to see our first video to Jakob, then just follow the link below:
https://youtu.be/XHyXhumFQ5E
Neve Green S6
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ADVANCED HIGHER ART

Eve Elliot Expressive folio

‘Faces

in Lockdown’
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DoE Bronze Award
Congratulations to Archie Irwin and Daniel McKean
(both S4), who have achieved the Bronze Duke of Edinburgh Certificate of Achievement. This is a new Award
which has been specially created to recognise the commitment and effort of young people in 2020.
To achieve it, participants need to complete
their Volunteering, Physical and Skill sections by uploading evidence and Assessors'
reports to edofe and submitting it for approval. See https://www.dofe.org/thelatest/
certificate-of-achievement/ for more information.
Mrs Godfree can be contacted through the
messaging system on edofe if you have any queries. If you can't remember
your log-in details, then please speak to Mrs MacKenzie or Mrs Okasha
who will get a message to Mrs Godfree."
Ms Godfree

Modern Languages
Our Modern Languages teachers have
been varying self-isolation tasks!
To practise the numbers in French, our S2
pupils were given the challenge of doing
100 star-jumps at home whilst counting up
to 100 – en français!
Lliam Foster of 2L2 was the first to complete the task and send his video in.
Bravo Lliam!
Ms Okasha
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A Poem by Isaac Taylor

Legends
Told at a campfire

Told at night
Some are wrong
Some are right
whilst some are carved into stones
others fade under the moon light
Some bring fear to the heart
As others bring hope to mind
Some are full of courage

Others revenge
Some will draw you closer
Some will push you back
Some will end good
Some will end bad
Some with twist and turns
twisting your mind
as you fall dead on the floor

but you’ll be fine
it’s just a story
so please sit down
for one more
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Uniform Bank Update
We are grateful to the following local businesses for setting up Uniform Bank
donation points. All your donations are collated, laundered and quarantined
ready for re-distribution. This is a great Eco-friendly initiative, which is benefiting
lots of people in the community. We are grateful to all of you who have donated
items of uniform and stationery for our learning packs.
If you have any pre-loved uniform, please help us in our commitment to Re-use
and Re-cycle, by dropping off to your local collection point:

Molly’s Tearoom
563 Lanark Road
EH14 5DB

The Corner Cafe
120 Lanark Road West
EH14 5NY

Co-op
9-11 Corslet Place
EH14 5LS

If you would like to request items from the school uniform bank, please go to the
school website www.curriehighschool.co.uk and look for the online form. Its under the Support Zone - Dress Code & Uniform Bank.
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Learning Packs
We continue to encourage all pupils to bring their own ‘learning pack’ containing everything they need to participate in classes, lessening the need for sharing of resources.
You can donate any learning resources on the list below to any of the donation points
above, or send in to school with your child, for the attention of Claire Mulvey. If you
would like some support in sourcing some of the items in the learning packs, please
complete the form in the Support Zone on the school website to let us know what resources your child will need, how we can help provide some of these for you and what
donations you may feel able to make. All responses will be treated with the utmost confidentiality.
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Tartelettes aux fruits
In French last week, along with
some of my classmates, I chose
to take on the challenge of translating a recipe from French into
English. Another pupil had
brought in a French magazine and
my teacher had copied a recipe
out of it for us to see. While translating we learnt a lot of new
words, including ‘myrtilles’ which
is ‘blueberries’. The challenge
was fun and helped us all to engage in learning French.
Here is the recipe we translated-

Not long after we translated the recipe, I decided to attempt to make the
biscuits at home. Although they didn’t look quite as good as the picture,
they tasted delicious. My family has already asked for me to make them
again!
Colleen McKean, S2
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Equalities Group
We have been working to create a collection of photos that depict the way POC in
Edinburgh feel about race issue and BLM
movement. We have also been working on
creating lessons, displays and other ways
to further equality in our school community.
We hope to share this with you soon :-)
Donna Jordon

PhotoVoice was a project taken aboard by the Equalities Committee to

showcase the struggles of people of colour that often go unnoticed. This was
done through a series of photos, each of places in Edinburgh and the local
community that as POC, we would have a different reaction to than others.
We added a narrative to each photo to explain our thoughts. We were given
the opportunity to present this at the Pentlands Book Festival and received
extremely positive feedback for it being eye-opening and educational.
By Zaynab Kenz
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Napier Project 2020 –
Advanced Higher French
In normal times, we would organise this taster of further education to be an interactive block of lessons, spent with a link
student who would help the pupils to write up an article in a
foreign language for publishing on the Napier University
magazine. But obviously with the ongoing pandemic, that
just wasn’t possible. We almost decided to just not partake in
this activity at all; but we then realised that actually, while it
would be more of a struggle, we could use video calling to try
and participate. And it was a success!
With Currie winning last year’s competition and getting our
article published in the magazine, there was pressure to
make an article just as good this year to make it two years in
a row. And with the limitations of technology, we all knew that
it would be a struggle to even get the article finished. Despite
all this, the Napier student, teachers and pupils worked very
hard on this over a number of weeks and managed to produce a very respectable piece of work that would be an impressive article even if it hadn’t been typed up in a foreign
language.
By the end of it, the students actually walked away with not
only the skills needed to write an article in a foreign language, but also the ability to work with someone effectively
over video call (something which will more than likely be a
useful skill for them in the future, in a pandemic or not). The
link below allows you to read the magazine.
https://issuu.com/edinburgh_napier_languages/docs/wwn6
Cameron Galbraith (S6)
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EASYFUNDRAISING
Did you know that whenever you buy anything online - from your weekly shop to your
annual holiday - you could be collecting free donations for -

Currie Community High School?
There are over 3,000 shops and sites on board ready to make a donation, including
Amazon, John Lewis, Aviva, and Sainsbury's – it doesn't cost you a penny extra!
It's as easy as 1, 2, 3...
1. Head to https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/curriecommunityhs/ and join for
free.
2. Every time you shop online, go to easyfundraising first to find the site you want and
start shopping.
3. After you’ve checked out, that retailer will make a donation to your good cause for no
extra cost whatsoever!
There are no catches or hidden charges and Currie Community High School will be really grateful for your donations.

Thank you for your support
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ADVANCED HIGHER ART

Above—Hannah Pfeiffer ‘portraiture@
Eloise Makenzie ‘A Brief history of women expressed through myself’
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Post Lockdown in HFT
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THE SCHOOL DRESS CODE
The school badge should be visible at all times
• School polo shirt in white with embroidered badge OR collared shirt or blouse in
white with a school tie
• School sweatshirt in black with embroidered badge (can be worn on its own or
over school polo shirt) OR plain black v-necked pullover or plain black v-necked cardigan (to be work over shirt/blouse & tie) OR school hoodie in black with embroidered
badge which must be worn over school polo shirt or shirt/blouse & school tie
• Black footwear
• Black trousers or skirt
School blazer for S6 (compulsory), S5 (optional) and all Prefects (compulsory).
NB All outdoor clothing, including hats and scarves, must be removed indoors.
Items which are not part of our dress code include:
• Any items of clothing which are so tight, short or revealing that they may cause
offence
• Shorts
• Fashion, patterned, illustrated or hooded tops of any style
• Tops in different colours to school colours (this includes grey)
• Tracksuit or jogging tops
• Denim jeans of any colour
• Combat, tracksuit, jogging trousers
• Football strips, scarves or football related clothing
• Caps and hats
• Clothing bearing prominent manufacturers’ logo, words or pictures which contravenes our policy on equality and fairness or which advertises alcohol, tobacco or other
drugs
• Clothing or jewellery which contravenes health and safety regulations. For example, dangling ear-rings, long necklaces, scarves, garments which are easily flammable
due to material and/or design
• Any items which are clearly fashion accessories e.g. coloured or decorated fashion
belts
• Excessive or inappropriate make up
• Coloured or part-coloured footwear
•

Official school uniform for Currie Community High School
available online now from BE Schoolwear, with home delivery.
Shop online via this link: Border Embroideries
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Contact Us
Phone: 0131 449 2165
Email:
admin@currie.edin.sch.uk

Website:
www.curriehighschool.co.uk

Twitter:
@curriechs

HAVE YOUR CONTACT
DETAILS CHANGED?

Please let us know
Remember, effective school
communication relies on this.

Keep up to date with
CCHS News
VIA our Head Teachers
Weekly Bulletin
This is emailed each Friday

Parents in Partnership
Meeting
SAVE THE DATE!
Wednesday 13th January

Leadership Team
Senior Leadership Team:
Head Teacher - Ms Jennifer Smith
Depute Head Teacher
Lesley Muir (Year Head S4/S5/S6 )

Depute Head Teacher
Alan McKinney (Year Head S1/S2/S3)

Acting Depute Head Teacher
New School Project
John Schmidt

Business Manager
Michael Brunton

Pupil Support Leaders (PSL):
Hermiston
Kinleith
Lennox

Maggie Grieve
Donna Jordan
Louise Paterson (Mon to Thurs)

Support for Learning Leader:
Amanda Barton

Curriculum Leaders:
Kristy Dale & Julie Morrison - English
Claire Mulvey - Expressive Arts
Michael McGregor - Health and Wellbeing
Kirsti Dower - Maths and Numeracy
Catherine Mackenzie - Modern Languages
Irene Somerville— Science
David Toal - Social Subjects
Val Matthewson - Technologies

School Chaplains:
Newsletter Edited by

Jim Dewar, Minister Juniper Green Church
Easter Smart, Minister, Currie Kirk

Susan Tait
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My Support Network at

The Integrated

Currie Community High School

Support Team

There are a range of adults to
look after you at our school:

Ms Jordan

Year Heads

Pupil Support Leader

(Kinkeith)

Ms Grieve
Pupil Support Leader
(Hermiston)

Mrs Paterson
S1— S3
Mr McKinney

Pupil Support Leader
(Lennox)

Mrs Barton
Support for
Learning Leader

Mrs Bayne
S4—S6
Ms Muir

Enhanced Support
Base (HUB) Leader
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Other supports to
help me with my
health & wellbeing…
School Counsellor
Sharayah Sinek is
our school counsellor and you can
see her for up to
12 weekly 1 hour
sessions. Sharayah
can support you with a wide range
of issues including mental health,
friendships, family etc.
Listening Ear

Jim and Easter are two
of our community partners who provide our “light touch”
counselling service for some short
term support with a range of issues. Appointments are usually 20
minutes and you can get support
with a wide range of issues

LIAM
LIAM is a short course
delivered by our Pupil
Support Officers and it
stands for Let’s Introduce
Anxiety Management. This helps you to
think about ways of dealing with anxiety.

Super Hero Brains
This is a short course delivered by Mr Murray either in
1–1 or group sessions and
can help to develop your resilience, manage your anger
and increase your self esteem.

Tree of Knowledge
Tree of knowledge is an
online resource which
we use in PSE and you
can access on your own
device anywhere.
On
the website there are
lots of supports for good mental health
and a range of related subjects. Here is
the website: www.treeof.com

Health Opportunities Team
Our
HOTS
workers provide
support over 6
one hour weekly appointments and
issues include risk taking behaviour
and more complex emotional and
social issues as well as anger management..

f you would like to access any of
these supports, please speak to
your Pupil Support Leader or text
our Wellbeing Hotline to arrange an appointment. Also text this number if you
would like support with any aspect of
school.

07596 892 074
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Tuesday 22nd December 2020 Term Ends 12pm
Wednesday 6th January 2021 Pupils Resume
Wednesday 13th January 2021 PiP Meeting 7pm (Online)
Thursday 14th January 2021 S1 Parents Consultation 4.15pm to 6.45pm
Thursday 21st January 2021 Senior Phase Information Evening
Wednesday 3rd February 2021 S4 Parent Consultation 4.15pm to 6.45pm
Thursday 4th February 2021 S3 Teenage Booster and Meningitis Vaccinations
Friday 5th February 2021 February Holiday begins
Tuesday 16th February 2021 Pupils Resume
Wednesday 17th February 2021 S2/S3 Information Evening
Tuesday 23rd March 2021 S2 Parents Consultation 4.15pm to 6.45pm
Thursday 25th March 2021 PiP Meeting 7pm
Thursday 1st April 2021 Term Ends
Tuesday 20th April 2021 Pupils resume
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